2000 civic engine bay

With active steering, active damping, and a 1. But is turbocharged complexity really what we
think of when we hear "Civic Si? If you want one, it's best to begin properly. You see, finding an
unmolested version of the Honda Civic Si is going to be somewhat challenging. Most of these
cars are on their fifth owner by now, and have passed into the hands of people who think that
the best part of waking your neighbors up is using a Folger's coffee can as a muffler. Some
trivia: in , after a massive B raid over Hamamatsu destroyed his piston ring factory, Soichiro
Honda sold the salvage and bought an enormous tank for making moonshine. He then spent an
entire year getting drunk with his friends. Thus, to find an Si that's relatively stock, let's first
honor the spirit of dreams by pouring out a little Suntory for Soichiro. With the father of
high-revving small-displacement engines now beaming down, ready to bestow good fortune, it
should be much easier to get your hands on one of the last Honda products that would have
made him truly happy. Double wishbones for luck: here's how to get a proper Civic Si. Honda
fans had to do without the Si badge on the back of a Civic for the first few years of the sixth
generation Honda Civic, but in it was back. Available only in coupe form for the model year, the
Civic Si was now an exclusively American phenomenon. Elsewhere, related models were
badged as the SiR or VTi. The sixth generation Civic coupe was a pretty good platform to turn
into a nippy little street car. Compared with the current oddly-styled modern offerings, the '90s
Civic was simple and pretty and lb lighter. It also still featured a relatively low seating position,
large greenhouse, and the oft-praised double wishbone suspension. Hondas have historically
been able to do a lot with only modest power, and even the basic sixth generation cars were
scrappily fun to drive. However, there had been a weight gain compared to the previous version,
so keeping the Si relevant was going to take a bit more power this time. In previous years, the
Japanese market kept all the really hot Honda stuff to themselves, but the then-new Civic Si
brought the wasabi. The suspension was reworked for stiffness, with the addition of
progressive springs and heavier sway bars front and rear. Disc brakes similar to the Acura
Integra at all four corners completed the package. What really got everyone excited was what
the Si had in its engine bay. What really got everyone excited was what the Si had in its engine
bay: the 1. Producing hp at rpm and lb-ft of torque at rpm, the B16 was very close to the JDM
goodness imbued into the hottest Civics on the other side of the Pacific Rim. It featured double
overhead cams, VTEC is already well-known for kicking in, yo, but perhaps a little closer look
will be of merit. Essentially, the system allows an engine to take advantage of two cam profiles:
one suitable for smooth operation and good fuel economy at lower rpms, and a hotter one with
greater lift at high revs. The result is excellent volumetric efficiency, returning maximum
horsepower from a small-displacement engine without turning to forced induction. VTEC is
reliable technology that rarely fails as long as regular maintenance is performed. As a package,
the Civic Si basically represented a factory version of the car most Honda tuners were trying to
build. It had the hot engine already swapped in, the best parts fitted into the suspension, and a
few cosmetic enhancements. Both years were essentially identical, with the only drawbacks
being the weight of the moonroof and air-conditioning, a relatively high price, and one
ominously looming coming attraction. A decade and a half later, we owe this franchise thanks
for years of entertainment, getting a new generation interested in car culture, and endless
cheesy one-liners. Spurred on by the desire to create ten-second cars, all manner of amateur
car builders began ruining perfectly good machines, one after another. Bodykits were
improperly fitted. Wiring for immense subwoofers was inexpertly installed. Giant do-nothing
spoilers were attached to cars still riding on balding 14" all-season tires. As a result, many a
Honda Civic fell victim to the underglow plague, and ended up irretrievably wrecked. Happily,
the Civic Si held its value very well, so many were preserved simply because they were initially
too expensive for the fumble-fingered to obtain. As we collectively outgrew our obsession with
diamond-plate floorboards, a few cars survived. While it's difficult to find a stock Si, that's what
you should hold out for. While it's still quite difficult to find a mostly-factory Si, that's exactly
what you should hold out for. There are basically two types of Civic stories: that of the
unkillable machine that kept screaming to redline as long as routine maintenance was
performed, and that of the seemed-like-a-good-deal that turns out to have different-sized brake
rotors fitted to each side. Do not attempt to rescue a craigslist Civic Si that's been ill cared-for.
Instead, be patient and be prepared to pay the premium for a car that has high miles but a
comprehensive service history. Scour forums rather than mainstream automotive advertising
sites, and look for a mildly-modded car owned by an enthusiast who's also competent. It'll be
far less expensive in the end. Having hopefully come across a car that's received only minor
fiddling, it's now time to look at what can go wrong with a normal Si. It's a pretty short list. First,
rust. We're talking a car that's old enough to have worried about Y2K crashing its iMac, and that
means exposure to the elements. If you're looking for a Civic Si in the North Eastern states, you
might want to bring along a dustpan. Look South and West instead, and plan to fly in and drive

back: the best way to experience any new-to-you car in the first place. Unless it's Italian.
Second, theft. Stealing a sixth-generation Honda Civic is about as difficult as putting on a hat.
It's unlikely that you'll be looking at a car that's actually stolen, but it's worth taking extra care in
perusing the vehicle history here to check to see if the car had two careful owners and one
sticky-fingered maniac. Third, all the standard used car precautions apply. Check wear items,
look for cracked radiator end tanks, check oil condition, check the clutch for wear all Civic Sis
are 5spd manual only , and watch for obvious accident damage. Cars of this age are relatively
simple, but it's worth getting a quick third-party mechanical inspection, especially if you're
having to travel out to pick up the car. Finding a completely unmodifed Civic Si is, for about the
fourth or fifth time, not going to be easy. Speak with any well-informed Honda fan, and they'll
likely tell you that you're hunting unicorns. As such, you're probably going to have to put up
with a cold-air intake and an aftermarket shift knob at the very least. With such a broad fanbase,
the Civic supported a huge and varied aftermarket, with all sorts of bolt-on goodies being added
to cars every other paycheck. Most items add noise rather than performance. The oft-praised
trinity of intake, header, and exhaust simply tends to move the powerband around rather than
actually making additional power. It's not worth paying extra for, but it's perhaps not much of a
penalty either. Desirable modifications include polyurethane bushings and added bracing. A
rear sway bar can help the car rotate a little better, and is a popular update. Coilovers are also
popular for lowering a Civic aggressively, but there are a lot of cheap options here that
effectively ruin the sweetness of the Si's factory setup. Bolt size is very common at 4x, and all
kinds of wheels may be considered upgrades. To flip everything entirely on its head, it may be
worth considering buying a fake Si, or a regular Civic properly swapped to Si specs. B16 and
B18 engine swaps are straightforward if done correctly, and mixing and matching Acura brake
and suspension components can create a fast and fun little machine. Looking at a heavily
modified machine is spinning the roulette wheel somewhat, but it does open up options. A
swapped basic hatchback will be much lighter than a factory Si, though the latter will likely hold
its value better down the line. As you'd expect from a car with the widespread appeal and
audience of the Honda Civic, there are near-endless online resources to explore. A few of note
include clubcivic. If you're new to the Honda scene, navigating any of these places will require a
bit of an adjustment. Members often throw around engine and chassis codes without
explanation, so you'll have to pick up the lingo on the fly. There's also a bit of odd humor to get
your head around: there is, I kid you not, a popular type of cold air intake unofficially called the
Whale Penis. But overall, the Civic online community both locally and nationally is enormously
helpful once sifted through. People come together in keeping their cars running, and learning
how to make them fast. Modern machines might be getting more complex, but this passion for
Honda is simple. It's distilled. Soichiro would have loved it. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture.
Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Drew Magary Reviews the Toyota Sienna. What
to look for:. VTEC, about to kick in, yo. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able
to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their
web site. Not blue, still an Si. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Car Culture. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. I called on his personal phone so that was wrong of me. He said he was not in the office
but call him when he is there and he will set up a time for us to meet and view the vehicle. He
thanked me for calling. So that was nice. Artur from Morrey Mazda of Northshore was extremely
helpful and answered all my questions about the cars I was looking for. This car is in excellent
shape, and the price is fair, but for my intent, I would prefer another trim, so I am still looking for
the right fit in my budget. Overall good experience buying per owned car thru Morrey Mazda
Just purchased a car from Carters. The service from the GM was great! The service from their
finance department was excellent! I would highly recommend to people looking for a vehicle.
There was an engine problem with the electrical system that seems to be the result of having
the wrong person work on the car. I stopped looking at the engine light a long time ago, and
otherwise I find the same delight as other drivers with this automobile. It is dependable,
cost-efficient, has plenty of storage space, and gets me where I want to go. I also have a honda
civic DX which had the same problem with the check enging light. The problem for me was a
Cracked exhaust manifold. You cannot tell unless you first remove the heat shield. I would be
willing to bet this is your problem. This was not covered under my warranty. I tried JB Wield, but
this was innefective, and I ended up having to replace it. Hope this helps. We'll help you find
great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're

ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All
Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized
Honda Dealer. Request Information. Image Not Available. Negotiable , km. Read more. White
Rock Honda. Great car. Excellent gas mileage with very good handling. Could use a little more
power but not terribly underpowered. Great car for the money. Good value but missing some
important features buttons for garage door opener, leatherette instead of cloth seat, drivers seat
button controls. The car is in perfect condition. I like the way the inside of the dashboard is,
easy to maneuver. The car rides perfect. I think its an exceptional value. Why Use CarGurus?
Parts Categories. Select Year Overview of this Article Tuning your Honda Civic can be a very
rewarding experience. Before you depart into your adventure in tuning, you should know how
much you are willing to spend and in what general order you should purchase your parts. In this
article we have outlined paths that we recommend to our valued customers. Keep in mind this
article focuses on the basic parts for added power , but when it comes to total car performance
that is not the whole story. In addition, there are quite a few other parts that will increase power
by smaller amounts, such as throttle bodies and throttle body spacers found here. For this
article, we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each path in regards to
performance tuning and your budget. The last 2 paths apply to and later Civics with factory
turbos. The second path B is to tune your Honda Civic with a naturally aspirated setup e. The
last path C is to get parts that will work for both a naturally aspirated engine and a forced
induction setup, then decide later if you want to go forced induction or upgrade your naturally
aspirated setup. The second path E is to maximize the power of your factory turbo with bolt-ons
parts and a ECU tune as the base setup for your turbo Honda Civic. You can then upgrade your
turbo at a later point, and most likely re-use all your existing parts, but you will at least need a
re-tune. For each path we will list a few parts to get you started. By no means is this a complete
list of parts to tune your Civic; it's just an idea to get you started. Feel free to email us, or call us
and let us know the year, how many doors, and trim level of your Honda Civic and we will assist
you in selecting the other optimal performance parts for your Civic. If you're confused about
what naturally aspirated and a forced induction engine setups are you should read our Honda
Civic Upgrading FAQ. The upgrading FAQ is a great place for beginners to start to learn about
tuning their Honda Civic and a great refresher course for the experienced tuner. Path A Forced
Induction This path requires the biggest upfront investment, but will give you the best gains and
the best tuning base to work with. If you have the money, this is the path we recommend. Here
are the following parts and actions we recommend: Get a Turbo Kit for your Civic. A turbo kit
comes with headers and its own air intake, and usually some fuel delivery components. If an
intercooler is not included in your kit, we highly recommend purchasing one at the same time
as your kit. If you get a supercharger Superchargers for Civics instead of a turbo kit, you might
need to buy an air intake and headers since superchargers do not typically come with these
items. Get a performance exhaust system Exhausts for Civics and a high-flow catalytic
converter. Tuning your Civic's ignition system is a low cost upgrade that will be well worth
while for an older Civic. You can find the ignition components here. If needed, also upgrade
your Civic's Fuel Delivery components. Go to a dyno shop and tune your turbo kit or
supercharger. Although this is not necessary on the kits we carry, we generally recommended it
for maximum power. If you need help finding one, we can help you. If you have a or newer Civic,
your best option is to purchase a Hondata FlashPro as your tuning device. To further increase
performance, you can add one of several nitrous systems that we offer. Nitrous significantly
cools down the air going into your Civic, which adds a lot of power. If you don't have a turbo kit
or supercharger, you can still use nitrous as an extremely cost-effective horsepower upgrade.
Path B Naturally Aspirated If you choose not to go big with a forced induction setup, then you'll
be headed down the naturally aspirated path. Here are the following parts and actions we
recommend: The most inexpensive item you could get that will give you the best gains is a cold
air intake for your Civic. The second item to purchase in this path should be an exhaust system
Exhausts for Civics. All exhaust systems we carry are highly tuned and will give you similar
horsepower gains. The choice of what exhaust you select comes down to a preferrence in the
exhaust system's look and sound that is produced. Headers and a highflow catalytic converter
will be the next part to get in this tuning path. For headers, contact us and let us know your
Civic year and trim, and we will select the best configuration for your setup. For the high-flow
catalytic converters, we recommend the direct fit and semi direct fit over the universal models.
You can find headers for your Civic here. Upgrade your Civic's ignition components. You can
find ignition components here. If you are putting out a lot more power, you may also need to

upgrade your Civic's Fuel Delivery components. Get a tune! This will result in more power and
efficiency. The average Civic Tuner takes this path. This path is the best on your wallet and
gives you the most gains for the least money spent. We find that new tuners will take this path
to get a better feel for Civic customization. Some of the tuners will eventually get a turbo kit or
supercharger and others will fine tune their naturally aspirated engine. If you are sure you will
not get a turbo kit or supercharger anytime in the foreseeable future, then path B is your best
path to tune your Civic. Here are the following parts and actions we recommend: Get a
performance exhaust system Exhausts for Honda Civics first. Get a highflow catalytic converter.
Analyze your budget. If you feel like you will get a turbo kit or supercharger in the near future,
keep saving for it. If you are unsure contact us and we will give you some other low priced
choices for tuning your Civic with performance parts. This path will allow you to postpone the
decision of committing to a forced induction setup. If you want to tune your Civic to get medium
gains and save some cash, you could simply follow path B. If you feel like your're ready to
commit to the high performance of a force induction base, then you could branch into path A. In
other words, starting on path C will allow the most flexibility in regards to committing to a
forced induction or naturally aspirated configuration. Path D Upgrade Factory Turbo This path
requires the biggest upfront investment, but will give you the best gains and the best tuning
base to work with. If you have the money, and a turbo upgrade kit is available for your Civic, this
is the path we recommend. Here are the following parts and actions we recommend: Get a
Turbo Upgrade Kit. A turbo upgrade kit comes with a new more powerful turbocharger, and
possibly new intercooler system piping and turbo inlet piping as well. If any of these parts are
not included, you'll need to consider purchasing them separately to maximize power and
effeciency with your new turbo. Go to a dyno shop and get a tune. Your best bet is to use a
Hondata FlashPro for tuning. It is possible the turbo upgrade kit will come with a "base map",
but we still recommend a custom tune for reliability and best power gains. Path E Use Factory
Turbo, Possibly Upgrade It Later If you choose not to go big with a turbo upgrade setup right
away, then you'll first be purchasing parts to maximize the power and efficiency of your factory
turbo. You can find front pipe and downpipes for your turbo Civic here. A vital piece of any
turbo system is the intercooler and associated piping. An intercooler system significantly
reduces the temperature of the air entering into your engine. The result is that you make more
power, and make it more reliabily, while also reducing potential strain on your engine.
Upgrading to a larger intercooler and piping on your turbo Civic can result in great horespower
gains for this reason. Since you're using your factory turbo, the factory fuel delivery
components should be sufficient to meet your fueling needs. Finally, get a tune! A tune can
greatly increase your power because it can raise the factory boost levels,
2002 dodge ram 1500 owners manual
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resulting in quite a bit more air flowing into your engine. You can use a "base map" or get a
custom tune for maximum gains. If you do finally decide to upgrade your factory turbo, try to
select a version that does not come with parts you already purchased - this way, you'll save
money. Also, you will probably need to upgrade your fuel delivery components. We recommend
Civic related magazines for the experienced tuner for gathering great ideas and seeing what is
hot. The most useful feature of magazines is the car profile articles, in which you can see what a
highly tuned Civic looks like and what makes it run. Shop with Confidence. Payment Options.
Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and friendly help. Phone: , Email: customercare
procivic. All Rights Reserved. Not officially associated with or endorsed by Honda Motor Co,
Inc. February 23rd, Contact Us. About Us. Terms and Conditions. Loading Featured Parts for
your. Shop by Brand. Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews.

